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Artist Biography 
 
Israel Galván de los Reyes, (Seville 1973), winner of the National Dance Award in 
the category of creation, given by the Spanish Ministry of Culture, “for his ability to 
generate a new creation of flamenco art without forgetting the true roots that have 
sustained it until today and make it a universal genre”, in his works LA EDAD DE 
ORO and ARENA. 
 
Israel Galván was born into flamenco dance. He grew up learning and dancing with 
his father, the dancer José Galvan, and his mother, Eugenia de los Reyes.  
However, he didn’t find his vocation for dance until 1990.  
 
In 1994 he joined the Compañia Andaluza de Danza directed by Mario Maya, and 
over the next decade won just about every top flamenco prize possible. 
 
He has worked on many projects of various kinds, with classic flamenco artists and 
contemporary flamenco innovators, some of whom has been very influential in his 
career, as Enrique Morente, Manuel Soler y Mario Maya, but also Sol Picó, Pat 
Metheny, Vicente Amigo, Alfredo Lagos, Manuela Carrasco, Lagartija Nick, 
Fernando Terremoto, Miguel Poveda, Diego Carrasco, Gerardo Nuñez, Belen 
Maya, Chicuelo, Joan Albert Amargós, Diego Amador, Arcángel, Inés Bacán, 
Estrella Morente… 
 
Forming his own company in 1998 to create his first work ¡MIRA!/LOS ZAPATOS 
ROJOS, his reputation as risk taker grows each time he presents a new work since 
then. LA METAMORFOSIS (2000), his flamenco version of Kafka’s novel; 
GALVÁNICAS (2002), with Gerardo Núñez; ARENA (2004), his dramatic and 
surprising choreography based on bull fighting; LA EDAD DE ORO (2005), in which 
he clings to references tracking the normal approaches and shuns "Age"; TABULA 
RASA (2006) in which he turns the canon uspide down to offer his conceptualist and 
baroque flamenco; SOLO (2007), its most experimental and risky piece in which 
silence plays as a music; EL FINAL DE ESTE ESTADO DE COSAS, REDUX 
(2008), his personal and so impacting vision of «the Apocalypse»; LA CURVA 
(2010), where he continues exploring his passion for merging flamenco and 
contemporary music. 
 
The person responsible for the artistic direction of most of his works is Pedro G. 
Romero. Pepa Gamboa, Belén Candil, and most recently Txiki Berraondo have 
worked with him on the stage direction. 
 
In 2006, he made his debut as choreographer with the show LA FRANCESA, where 
her sister Pastora Galván is the unique dancer. This work obtained the Giraldillo 
prizes to the best music and to the most innovative show. 
 
2007 was a busy year with the ARENA touring again, at the same time that LA 
EDAD DE ORO reached performan number 100. Nowadays, it has been performed 
more than 200 times, and keeps touring. He also premiered SOLO in the 
Cinémathèque de la Danse de París. 

 



 
 
The succes of EL FINAL DE ESTE ESTADO DE COSAS, REDUX, premiered in the 
Flamenco Biennale of Seville 2008, led Israel to International recognition. Since 
2010 he’s the first Spanish artist associated to the Théâtre de la Ville of Paris, one 
of international contemporary dance temples. 
 
In 2012 Israel received three important awards: 
 
-  Max Award for Performing Arts to the Best Male Dancer Performer and the Best 
Choreographer, for the show LA CURVA, given by The Spanish Authors and Editors 
Society (SGAE) 
 
-  New York Dance and Performance Bessie Award for Outstanding Production, for 
the performance of LA EDAD DE ORO in the Joyce Theater of New York in 
september 2011, as “a work that stretches the boundaries of a culturally specific 
form” 
- Golden Fine Arts Medal, given by the Council of Ministers of Spain. 
 
Israel’s last creation, LO REAL/LE RÉEL/THE REAL, a reflection about the Gypsies 
Holocaust under the Nazi regime, was premiered at the Teatro Real of Madrid the 
12th December 2012 and in the Théâtre de la Ville of Paris, the 12th February 2013. 

 

 


